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Abstract—This paper systematically compares two axial flux
permanent magnet (AFPM) machines designed for a university
student racing car application: a double–rotor single–stator
yokeless and segmented armature (YASA) structure, and a single–
stator single–rotor configuration. Both machines are optimized
for minimum loss and active weight using 3D finite element analysis and the highest performing candidate designs are compared in
more detail. The studies indicate that the benefits offered by the
YASA configuration over the single–stator single–rotor machine
are achieved only for specific designs that are heavier. For the
design space with lower mass, albeit with increased losses, the
Pareto front designs overlap which shows the performance of the
two machines is very close to each other.
Index Terms—Axial flux permanent magnet, yokeless and
segmented armature, YASA, single sided, topology advantages,
multi–objective optimization, 3D FEA.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The disc shape of axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM)
machines have opened up many configuration possibilities including yokeless and segmented armature (YASA). The YASA
machine can be regarded as a next generation Torus type
AFPM machine [1], [2] that combines winding arrangments of
the NN and NS type Torus machines. The YASA structure has
been proposed for traction application [3] and gained attention
due to its high torque density and the segmented stator teeth
structure that facilitates higher slot fill factor. On the other
hand, the segmented structure adds to mechanical challenges
[4], [5].
Previous studies have compared the performance of the
YASA machine with other axial and radial flux machines [6]–
[8]. However, optimal designs have not been considered, which
may make the outcomes of such comparisons debatable. In
this regard, this paper presents a systematic comparison for
an example traction application of the two machine structures
shown in Fig. 1. Optimization studies for both machines
are performed to simultaneously achieve the objectives of
minimum active material mass and minimum electromagnetic
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loss, including the stator core loss and the dc copper loss.
Due to the 3D flux path of the AFPM machines, 3D finite
element analysis (FEA) is required for accurate performance
estimation. Therefore, a surrogate assisted optimization process is employed that is capable of utilizing 3D FEA models
for design evaluation. A comparative study is conducted for
the optimum designs located on the Pareto front.
The next section describes the optimization method employed in this paper. Section III illustrates the AFPM machine
topologies and their specifications for the optimal design.
Section IV compares the obtained Pareto fronts and selected
representative designs. The last section of the paper is devoted
to concluding discussions.
II. K RIGING S URROGATE M ODEL A SSISTED
O PTIMIZATION
Three-dimensional FEA models provide the basis for an
accurate design evaluation methodology, particularly for a
machine with 3D magnetic flux or leakage flux path. In order
to utilize time consuming 3D FEA models in the optimization
process, a surrogate assisted algorithm is utilized, such as the
one proposed in [9]. This is a two-level surrogate-assisted algorithm taking advantage of differential evolution and kriging
models. The kriging models can be defined as interpolations
of sampled data points that are composed of two elements;
trend and residual component. The trend component can be
a polynomial regression model while the residual component
reduces the estimation errors by increasing the weight of closer
neighbor samples. This can be formulated as
Ŷ = X̂β + rT R−1 (Y − Xβ) ,

(1)

where X̂ is the design vector to be evaluated; Ŷ , response to
be predicted based on the known sampled data points, i.e. X
and Y . β is the matrix of regression coefficients that can be
obtained using methods such as least squares. Kriging weights,
rT and R−1 are derived from the covariance function or semivariogram and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The
covariance function can be defined by various kernel functions,
in this study Matern covariance function is employed [10].
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TABLE I: Independent optimization variables and their corresponding limits.
Variable

Description

Min

Max

Lax
kry

Total axial length [mm]
L
rotor yoke ratio = Lry

25.0
0.1

40.0
0.16

stator yoke ratio =

0.13

0.20

0.18
0.58

0.24
0.86

-1.00
0.58

1.00
0.88

0.64

0.96

ksy
kpm
kds
koh
ksw
(a)

kp

ax

Lsy
Lax
L
magnet length ratio = Lpm
ax
IDs
split ratio = OD
s
(ODr −ODs )
over hang ratio = (OD−OD
s)

slot width to slot pitch ratio =
pole arc to pole pitch ratio =

ws
τs,id

τpa
τpp

III. D ESIGN T OPOLOGIES AND S ETUP

(b)
Fig. 1: The 3D parametric models of the two AFPM machines under study:
(a) single–stator single–rotor, and (b) YASA with two rotors.

Fig. 2: The flowchart of the surrogate assisted optimization algorithm employing 3D FEA models.

This optimization flowchart, represented in Fig. 2, is based
on a two level layout that provides an approach to evaluate
only the most promising designs with computationally expensive 3D FEAs in the exterior loop, while the interior loop
provides an approach for evaluating thousands of designs using
inexpensive kriging surrogate interpolations. Considering that
this approach drastically reduces the required number of FEA
evaluations, it facilitates the application of 3D FEA. The
algorithm is discussed in more detail in [9].

The study reported here includes two AFPM machines,
namely, a surface mounted (SPM) single sided 1–stator 1–rotor
machine, shown in Fig. 1a, and a YASA machine configuration, represented in Fig. 1b. The motors are optimally designed
for application in formula student design competition cars by
the society of automotive engineers (SAE). Both machines
have ratings of 70 Nm at 6500 rpm. The reference single sided
AFPM machine has been manufactured and presented in Fig.
3. The test results as shown in Fig. 4 present a good agreement
between the 3D FEA and measurements, which attests to the
accuracy of calculations.
In the optimization study, the current density is varied
from design to design such that all produce the rated torque.
Both machines incorporate 24 slots and 20 poles, concentrated
winding and surface mounted magnets. The use of open slots
and the application of bobbin wound coils result into the same
high fill factor for the single sided machine as the YASA.
The motors are optimized employing accurate 3D FEA
models for design evaluations. The objectives are to minimize
active material mass and the electromagnetic loss, including
the stator core loss and the dc copper loss. The winding and
PM eddy current losses are estimated for the selected optimum
designs.
The optimization process takes 8 variables for the single
sided topology and 7 for the YASA, which features one
less due to the absence of the stator yoke. The independent
optimization variables are listed in Table I.
The diameter being the most influential design variable,
the optimization is conducted for two constraint diameters.
The outer diameter is fixed at 200 mm and 300 mm for two
sets of studies. This incorporates the effect of the motor’s
physical dimensions on the best choice. The non-dominated or
Pareto front optimum designs are obtained and plotted (Fig. 5).
Elaborated comparative discussions in the following sections
are based on the optimal designs on the Pareto front.
IV. C OMPARATIVE S TUDY
A. Pareto front designs
The optimum designs from Fig. 5 produce the same rated
torque, therefore a design with higher active material mass
has lower specific torque (Nm/kg). It can be observed that
for the designs with electromagnetic efficiency greater than

(a)
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3: The reference AFPM motor employed for the base design and
experimental validation: (a) the test set-up, (b) the stator, (c) the oil cooling
jacket.

(b)
Fig. 5: The Pareto fronts for the topologies optimally designed for different
envelopes: (a) outer diameter of 200 mm, (b) outer diameter of 300 mm.

Fig. 4: The experimental validation of the FEA simulations.

about 98%, the YASA topology has a higher specific torque
compared to the single sided one. On the other hand, this high
efficiency zone of the design space includes heavier machines.
In applications where the mass is a vital concern, the right side
of the plots in Fig. 5 would be more of interest. In this case,
the single sided machine has slightly higher specific torque.
Based on these results, it may be noted that generally claiming
higher specific torque for the YASA topology does not hold
true, as it is the case only for very low loss designs.
For both the envelope dimensions studied, i.e. OD of 200
mm and 300 mm, the comparative performance represents a
similar trend: for a mass sensitive application, the single sided
topology may be at an advantage. On the other hand, if very
efficient designs are of interest, higher specific torque can
be gained by employing the YASA topology. The machines

designed at a larger diameter constraint, can achieve even
larger efficiency, albeit at the cost of increased mass.
The detailed distribution of optimization variables for the
designs on the Pareto front is provided in Fig. 6. Some of the
observations specific to this study are that the optimally designed YASA compared to single sided machines tend toward
larger split ratios and slot widths. This may be explained by
considering that the YASA topology has a lower stator core
loss, due to the absence of the yoke, and hence higher flux
density in the stator may be permissible, and thus, the machine
can afford thinner teeth and therefore larger slot widths and
split ratios.
In order to derive more general design guidelines and
establish the limitations of the two topologies, the geometrical
variables of the obtained Pareto designs are carefully investigated. For instance, the slot width and depth of the YASA
machines were found to be larger than for the single sided
ones, as shown in Fig. 7. A larger slot depth in the case of
the single sided machine may not be beneficial as this also
increases the leakage, more significantly than in the YASA
machine. Considering the slope of the trend lines in Fig. 7,
it can be inferred that lower loss and higher mass designs on
the Pareto front generally have deeper slots and reduced slot

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6: The distribution of variables for optimum designs with total outer
diameter of (a) 200 mm, (b) 300 mm.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: The slot width and depth variation of Pareto front designs of (a) the
single sided and (b) the YASA machine.

width.
The performance of the evaluated designs in the optimization are later investigated in three most frequent operating
points. These points include the rated condition (70 Nm at
6500 rpm) which the optimization was performed at, as well
as 14 Nm and 35 Nm. Then each objective function for each
design is calculated based on a weighted sum of that objective
value in the three operating points. The weights are assigned
according to an estimated operation duration. It was observed
that the selected designs remain very close to the Pareto front.
B. Mass components breakdown
The breakdown of mass components for designs on the
Pareto front is shown in Fig. 8. The copper mass required
for optimum designs of the YASA machine is larger than for
the single sided machine throughout the whole Pareto front.
The magnet mass required for the optimum YASA design is
also larger, except in designs with low total losses. The stator
core mass of the YASA is smaller due to the elimination of
the yoke, on the other hand it has higher rotor mass due to
including two rotors.

C. Loss components breakdown
The breakdown of loss components for designs on the Pareto
front is presented in Fig. 9. It is observed that the copper loss
is dominant in the case of both topologies with the ratings and
envelope size under study. The copper loss of the optimally
designed YASA machines is higher than that of the single
sided ones, except for the very heavy and high efficiency
designs. The stator core loss of the single sided topology is
larger than the YASA for all the designs on the Pareto front.
Two machines with similar mass and efficiency are selected
in order to compare their PM and winding eddy current losses,
and also obtain their efficiency map. Eddy current losses are
not considered in the optimization in order to accelerate the
3D design evaluation process. These losses are assessed for
the two selected optimal designs as follows.
The topology under study employs sintered Neodymium
magnets. Magnet eddy current loss calculation with 3D timetransient FEA for the selected optimally designed YASA
machine is shown in Fig. 10a. Should only one magnet per
pole be used in the rotor, the eddy-current losses would be
extremely high at 1kW for the selected single sided topology
and about twice that for the selected YASA topology. In the
practical design each pole is segmented in 8 magnet pieces,
resulting in a drastic reduction of losses.
The reasons for larger PM loss for the YASA machine
topology include, thinner magnets that reduce the permeance
coefficient and also doubled magnet surface area facing the
air-gap that is more exposed to the flux density harmonics.
These show that for this design problem, magnet segmentation
or other magnet loss reduction methods need to be taken into
account, particularly for the YASA machine.
The winding eddy current losses for the two selected
optimum designs at rated operating conditions are calculated
using 2D FEA. The calculations are conducted for scenarios
with different numbers of turns, all with AWG 12. The current
density is readjusted for the rated torque. Example FEA results
for the selected YASA machine is presented in Fig. 10b.
The winding eddy current losses for the two machines are
very close to each other except for the case with highest
number of turns where the magnet passing eddy current losses
are significant. This is mainly due to the larger slot depth for
the YASA machine specified by the optimization algorithm.
With identical conductors and number of turns, for the YASA
machine with larger slot depth the conductors are located
further away from the magnets, reducing flux density variation
in conductors and hence mitigating the losses. It is expected
that with identical slot depth, the YASA machine has larger
winding eddy current losses as it features two air-gaps.
The efficiency maps for the selected optimum designs are
calculated with 3D FEA and shown in Fig. 11. High efficiency
performance is consistent at wider speed range as well. In
order to simplify the comparison of the two efficiency maps
a third plot is obtained by subtracting them, presented in Fig.
11c. The positive values of this plot indicates higher efficiency
of the single sided machine while the negative values show a
higher efficiency for the YASA topology.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8: The breakdown of mass components for the Pareto front designs of the topologies studied for an outer diameter of 200 mm. Similar trends were
observed for the machines designed for the larger envelope with an outer diameter of 300mm.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9: The breakdown of loss components for Pareto front designs of the topologies studied for an outer diameter of 200 mm. Similar trends were observed
for the machines designed for the larger envelope with an outer diameter of 300mm.

It can be seen that for the two selected designs, assuming
identical cooling methods, the single–stator single–rotor machine performs favorably at higher torque and lower speed
operating points where the copper loss is more significant.
Therefore, it may perform better for driving cycles with more
torque requirement while the YASA machine is better for traction motors with higher speed and lower torque requirements.

V. C ONCLUSION
This paper comparatively studies the performance of a
YASA topology as opposed to a single–rotor single–stator
AFPM machine for a formula student race car. Both machine
types have been optimized to achieve minimum mass and
electromagnetic loss within a given dimensional envelope.
For identical heat transfer capabilities, reflected in the same

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10: Distribution of eddy current losses in the magnets (a) and the windings
(b) of the selected YASA optimal designs.

(a)

temperature rises for the stators and rotors, respectively, the
very high efficiency YASA designs are lighter than their single
sided counterparts of comparable torque and loss performance.
On the other hand, single sided machines may be preferable
for applications in which lower mass is of the essence, at the
inevitable expense of increased electromagnetic losses.
Within the entire design space considered, the optimally
designed YASA machines require heavier copper windings and
rotor cores, and lower stator core mass, as compared with the
single–stator single–rotor machines. The YASA machines also
require increasingly more magnet mass within the design space
region with higher loss and lower mass. Lower core loss and
higher copper loss are noted for the YASA optimal designs
over the entire design space. The winding eddy current losses
are comparable for the two machine configurations, while the
YASA machines have higher magnet eddy current losses.
The studies conducted in this paper indicate that the preferred axial flux PM motor topology may depend on the torque
and speed driving cycle requirements. The efficiency maps
of two representative designs with comparable loss and mass
show that, at the operating points with higher torque and lower
speed, the single sided machine exhibits a higher efficiency,
while for higher speed and lower torque, the YASA design is
more efficient.
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(b)

(c)
Fig. 11: The electromagnetic efficiency maps calculated by 3D FEA for the
two representative designs with similar mass and loss: (a) single sided design,
(b) the YASA design, and (c) the difference between efficiency maps of the
two designs (the efficiency of the YASA machine subtracted from the single
sided).
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